
16mm - The Quick Guide  

 

The usual practice is to film using film that comes in either 100ft daylight spools or 400ft cores, then to 

send the exposed film with a hard drive to a lab for processing. Most labs will digitize the processed 

footage and return the film reels with the hard drive. The digitised footage can then be imported into an 

NLE system like Avid, Final Cut Pro or Premiere, where is can be edited. To find out more visit the 

Kodak tools website; 

 

http://motion.kodak.com/motion/Products/Production/Spotlight_on_16/Film_Tools/index.htm 
 

There is no sound on 16mm, sound is usually recorded separately and synced up with the visuals by the 

labs digitising the footage or added later during post-production, these days sound devices such as the 

Zoom H1/H2. 

 

1] Camera 

 

You need a camera, the camera can be for Regular 16, Ultra 16 or Super 16, ideally one which is for 

single perf film as double perf cameras can’t use single perf film without modification. It is easy to buy 

or rent a professional Super 16mm camera. Cameras used for sound filming are crystal controlled and 

tend to be quieter, cameras that are noisy tend not to be crystal controlled are refereed to as MOS 

cameras. MOS. Almost all 16mm cameras have interchangeable lenses, with the exception of the 

Canon Scoopic, most use PL adapters, though there are many that use C mount lenses, C mount lenses 

are much more widely available, though with varying quality and can be cheaper. 

 

2] Film stock 

 

Kodak produces a vast range of colour negative film stock, Wittner chrome sell a colour reversal film 

stock [Agfa Aviphot film], it is expected that in 2014 Ferrania [Italian photographic company] will 

produce 16mm colour film. There are several black and white emulsions from Foma and Orwo. 

Fujifilm produced a vast range of colour negative films in 16mm, but as of April 2013 they have 

stopped making and selling motion picture film, but here in the UK the last batches of Fujifilm are still 

available from a few sources but mainly a company called Frame 24, Fujifilm is much cheaper than 

Kodak, I predict that much of the Fujifilm stocks will be available here until 2015. Other places to buy 

16mm film are from Ebay, other filmmakers as well as specialist stores and Panastore in London, film 

can be bought from various companies in America. 

 

3] Film Processing 

 

There are a few options; Cinelab UK [formerly Bucks lab] can process colour negative as well as black 

and white negative, they can also professionally digitize with their 4K Spirit film scanner. I-Dailies is 

another lab that is very helpful to individual independent filmmakers, they can also digitise footage. 

There are other more specialist labs like Prestech which processes black and white films and Film and 

Photo Limited that process colour reversal films. 

 

4] Film Scanning 

 

The process of transferring film to video is traditionally known as telecine, this process is also known 

as digitizing and scanning. Most labs and transfer houses use ‘real time’ telecine machines such as the 

‘Spirit’, such machines are capable of stunning results and work very fast. A relatively knew way of 

digitizing footage is by using a frame by frame system, these systems are cheaper, there are a lot of 

DIY transfer systems that are frame by frame. DIY telecines can be often easily put together by 

individuals and enthusiasts, usually by modifying a projector to transport the film frame by frame over 

an LED light source [sometimes there are more advanced RGB light sources], each frame is captured 

by a high quality industrial machine vision camera. This system is capable of producing incredibly 

great footage compareable to high end systems, the only drawback is that the frame by frame system is 

slow where the unit runs between 4fps -10fps.  

 


